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ABSTRACT

This paper delves into the complexities and dynamics of combined class teaching in Turkey, a pedagogical model predominantly necessitated by rural demographics and resource constraints. With approximately one-fourth of Turkey’s primary schools employing this model, it presents unique educational challenges and opportunities that merit thorough investigation. This study synthesizes a range of data sources, including ministry reports, academic research, and case studies, to provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of combined class teaching across the nation. The analysis begins by contextualizing the socio-economic and demographic factors that necessitate the existence of combined classes, particularly in less urbanized areas. It explores how these factors influence educational strategies and outcomes, highlighting the adaptability and resilience required in these settings. Additionally, alternative educational models such as boarding schools and transported education are evaluated for their feasibility and potential impact on rural education. In synthesizing these findings, the paper offers a set of recommendations for policymakers, educators, and community stakeholders aimed at optimizing the combined class model to better serve the educational needs of rural populations. By addressing both the challenges and opportunities inherent in this model, the study aims to contribute to the broader discourse on educational equity and quality in Turkey, providing actionable insights for enhancing rural education systems in similar contexts globally. This comprehensive analysis not only underscores the critical role of combined class teaching in rural Turkish education but also serves as a foundation for future research and policy-making aimed at improving the efficacy of multigrade teaching practices.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the increasing trend towards mobile education in recent years and the fact that most village schools are not included in urban data, one out of every four schools in Turkey is still a village school, and approximately three to four schools out of ten are combined class village schools (MoNE, 2020). According to the Ministry of National Education's (MoNE) 2021 data, out of the total 25,576 primary schools, 6,200 are combined class schools. This indicates that combined class schools constitute approximately one-fourth of the total schools (MoNE, 2021). According to the latest data from MoNE for the academic year 2022/2023, 62,154 out of 1,413,047 primary school students (approximately 5%) are enrolled in village schools (MoNE, 2023).

Combined class teaching is a system where multiple classes come together under the supervision of one teacher (Sidekli, Coşkun, & Aydın, 2015). This method plays an important role in providing education opportunities to students in regions where resources are limited. Within this role, it is possible to mention some advantages and disadvantages of combined classes. When considering the advantages of combined classes, it can be seen that they include allowing children living far from central areas to access education, economically enabling children in disadvantaged areas to access education, providing opportunities for children growing up in different age groups and environments to learn, share, and socialize together, facilitating intellectual and academic development through interaction with different methods and techniques in the same class environment, allowing students to receive education while staying with their families, and increasing the education level of children living in rural areas (Gelebek, 2011; Gönül, 2019; Little, 2001; Mortazavizadeh et al., 2017).

The existence of combined classes is inevitable due to the financial and organizational challenges of forming classes in areas with low student numbers. This model can also lead to various challenges for teachers and students in the education process (Özdemir, Özdemir, & Gül, 2020; Yeşiltepe & Korucuk, 2020). Factors such as teaching the same curriculum to different class levels without considering regional and school differences, the curriculum not addressing the lives of students in the village, the complexity experienced in lesson planning and implementation processes due to the need for more resources and materials when teachers have to address multiple class levels in the same classroom, and the curriculum sometimes being distant from the needs and interests of children can lead to the curriculum's achievements not being fully delivered and slow progress in the curriculum. The lack of a separate program for combined classes and the absence of textbooks consisting of program content pose problems for classroom teachers in adapting lesson plans and curricula to combined classes. Situations such as the program not being oriented towards the needs of village life and insufficient time for teaching program achievements to students lead to problems in the application of the constructivist approach to combined classes (Sınmaz, 2009; Taşdemir, 2012). The combined class teaching model is important for increasing education opportunities in rural areas as part of Turkey's education system. However, in order for this model to be effectively implemented, the challenges faced by teachers and students need to be taken into account and solutions need to be developed. In this way, combined class teaching can offer a more efficient and
effective educational experience and contribute to the future success of students (Dursun, 2006; Sidekli et al., 2015).

Another challenge of combined classes is the necessity of providing instruction tailored to the individual needs of students. Students coming from different class levels have their own learning paces and needs. Teachers must develop a flexible and personalized teaching approach to meet each student’s needs and support students at every level. This requires additional time and effort and can mean an increased workload for teachers. Additionally, the decrease in the number of students in combined classes may limit teaching methods such as classroom interactions and group work for teachers. In smaller classes, opportunities for interaction and collaboration among students may be limited. Among the other challenges faced by teachers in combined classes are factors such as the limited opportunities of village life, parental indifference, and the decrease in the number of students. Especially in rural areas, infrastructure deficiencies and resource constraints may cause teachers to face difficulties in finding educational materials and resources. Parental indifference may result in limited support for students at home (Can, 2022; Erdem, Kamaci, & Aydemir, 2005; Özdemir et al., 2021; Sidekli et al., 2015; Taşdemir, 2012).

When the literature is examined, it is seen that teachers working in combined classes have many problems. Firstly, teachers in combined classes are expected to finish the same curriculum in the same time as teachers teaching separate classes (Gelebek, 2011). It is known that teachers working in combined classes experience problems due to the lack of practice related to combined classes in their education processes (Bingöl, 2002; Gözler & Çelik, 2013; Tosun Çam & Filiz, 2017). In other words, teachers working in combined classes may face difficulties in quickly finding solutions to the situations they encounter due to the lack of practical experience with combined classes. Another problem is related to teachers not being able to reside where they work (Karataş & Kinaloğlu, 2018). Another issue is the additional tasks that teachers have to do outside of teaching. It is likely that teachers may experience burnout due to the high number of tasks they are exposed to (Yıldırım & Amaç, 2020).

In conclusion, the number of combined class schools across Turkey is significant. Teachers working in these schools face challenges such as the decrease in the number of students, students from different class levels receiving education, and resource shortages. These challenges may affect teachers’ efforts to provide effective education to students. Furthermore, as long as the adverse conditions under which the combined class practice emerged persist, it is predicted to continue (Bozdoğan & Polat, 2022). Therefore, understanding how teachers cope with these challenges in combined classes and developing solution proposals is an important issue in the field of education.
BACKGROUND

Concept of Combined Classes

For various reasons, such as the small number of students per grade level or the inability to allocate a separate teacher for each class, educational units are created by merging multiple classes under the management of a single teacher, commonly referred to as "combined classes." These classes are established to efficiently utilize educational resources, provide more attention and support to students, and aid in better planning by teachers. Combined classes are particularly preferred in rural areas or small schools where low student numbers make it economically and educationally inefficient to operate individual classes (Oğuzkan, 1981; Yeşiltepe & Korucuk, 2020; Yıldırım & Amaç, 2020).

In the field of education, research on class types created for economic and administrative reasons commonly uses terms such as "multigrade classes" or "multi-grade classes" (Miller, 1999). These terms denote classroom structures developed in response to various challenges within educational systems, shaped under multiple factors and identified by different designations in different countries, such as 'family class, combined, mixed, multiple class, multilevel, composite, double class' (Khan & Khan, 2007).

Moreover, expressions like "combination classes" or "mixed classes" also indicate such class formations. These classes are arranged to include students of various ages and grade levels and emerge as practical solutions in small schools or rural areas where student numbers are limited. They aim to use educational resources more effectively and offer increased opportunities to students. Terms like "compulsory mixed-age classes" describe classes where mixing of age groups is mandatory due to the distribution of age groups in the student population, without requiring students to be strictly classified by age. Similarly, "compulsory mixed-level classes" refer to scenarios where mixing different grade levels is necessary. All these terms help better understand the complexities of the educational system and student needs, aiding educators, administrators, and researchers in using more specific language when discussing these structures. These structures are designed and managed with the objectives of meeting educational needs and optimally utilizing educational resources (Little, 2001).

Educational Processes in Combined Classes

It is noted that combined classes require a different approach to teaching and management compared to independent classes (Doğan, 2000). This unique classroom structure has been an integral part of our education system since the establishment of the republic. The necessity for combined class school practices is driven by a series of fundamental reasons stemming from various challenges in the educational field, illustrating the adoption of this class structure to overcome these challenges. Primary reasons for the widespread preference of combined classes include low student numbers, particularly in rural areas or small settlements where not every class garners sufficient student enrollment. In such cases, operating each class independently might not be sensible in terms of efficient resource usage. Hence, student groups are merged into combined classes. Another
significant reason is teacher shortages. In some regions, there may not be enough teachers available, or it may not be feasible to assign a specific teacher to certain grade levels. In such situations, combined classes offer an opportunity to use existing teachers more effectively. Additionally, a lack of sufficient classrooms is another contributing factor. The need for a separate classroom for each class can lead to a deficiency in physical infrastructure in some schools. Therefore, combined classes allow for more efficient use of existing classrooms. Ultimately, combined classes have a deep-rooted history in our education system and are necessary due to reasons such as low student numbers, teacher shortages, and inadequate classroom availability. These class structures are designed to use educational resources effectively and provide solutions to various educational challenges, thus continuing as a vital component of our education system (Erdem, 2015).

Combined classes involve groups of two or more classes taught together by a single teacher. Many village schools in Turkey and some schools in towns operate as combined classes (Binbaşoğlu, 1983). Combined classes have a long history both in the world and in Turkey. Nearly half of the schools in Turkey conduct education through combined classes (MEB, 2005).

Working in combined classes is more challenging than in independent classes. Reasons for this include the physical condition of the school, the local environmental conditions, the cultural structure of the village community, economic and social conditions, students' readiness for basic education, and the class teacher's responsibilities in teaching and managing the school, as well as informing and assisting the village community in solving their problems (Bilir, 2008). Despite these challenges, most newly appointed teachers begin their duties in a combined class primary school without having had the opportunity to intern at any village school during their training (Yıldız, 2011). The implementation of combined class teaching in Turkey has been in practice for many years. Three main reasons make combined class education mandatory in our country: the scarcity of teachers and students and the insufficiency of classrooms (Dursun, 2006).

It is crucial for a teacher working in a village to be knowledgeable about the cultural structure and socioeconomic status of the area to conduct successful educational activities. Therefore, teachers need to research and learn about the following problem areas (Akbaşlı & Pilten, 1999; Uçan, 1997): The village's location and resulting problems, the geographical conditions of the village and associated problems, the village's founding and historical issues, the village's sources of livelihood and related issues, the commercial life in the village and resulting problems, health issues in the village, the social and cultural structure of the village and related issues, the governance of the village and resulting problems, the educational level of the village and related issues.

Reasons for the Emergence of Combined Classes

The importance of primary education in Turkey increased after the opening of our parliament in 1920. Following the adoption of the new alphabet, efforts were made to increase the rate of schooling through the establishment of National Schools. During the preparation of various programs by the ministry, the implementation of combined class teaching was developed due to factors such as the scarcity of teachers, students, and classrooms,
and the geographical conditions of our country (Yıldız, 2011). Combined class teaching is not only a practice in our country but is also applied in many other countries (Fidan & Baykul, 1993).

The implementation of combined class teaching, which has been integrated into our education system for many years, holds a significant place in the field of education. The mandatory nature of this practice reflects the major challenges and needs in education. These reasons can be summarized as the limited number of teachers, low student numbers, and insufficient amount of classrooms. Firstly, the limited number of teachers is a factor that makes this practice mandatory. In some regions, the absence of a sufficient number of teachers or the impossibility of assigning a specific teacher to certain grade levels leads to the creation of combined classes. In such cases, a single teacher may need to manage multiple grade levels simultaneously. Another significant reason is the low number of students, particularly in rural areas or small settlements, where not every class receives adequate student enrollment. In such cases, operating each class with a separate teacher would not be sensible in terms of effective use of educational resources. Therefore, student groups are merged into combined classes. Additionally, the insufficient amount of classrooms also leads to the mandatory implementation of combined class teaching. The need for a separate classroom for each class can create a lack of physical infrastructure in some schools. Combined classes provide an opportunity to use existing classrooms more efficiently, thus offering more students the chance to receive an education. Indeed, the implementation of combined class teaching is a practice with a deep-rooted history in our education system. The main reasons for this practice stand out as the scarcity of teachers, limited student numbers, and insufficient classrooms. According to statistics, this practice is frequently observed in a large part of our primary schools. In these schools, teachers educate nearly only 10% of the number of students compared to independent classrooms. Therefore, combined class teaching continues to exist as an essential part of our education system (Arıcı, 2015; Samancı, 2019; Sezer, 2010; Tosun Çam & Filiz, 2017; Yıldız, 2011; Yılmaz Öztürk, 2023).

Due to the irregular population distribution in our country and a large part of the population living in villages due to economic necessities, combined class teaching is prevalent in a large part of our country (Yıldız, 2011). According to Köksal (2005), the main reasons for the implementation of combined class teaching in our country are the insufficiency of student and teacher numbers and the scarcity of classrooms, although in recent years, the decreasing number of students in village schools due to reasons such as migration from rural to urban areas has been the main reason.

Benefits of Combined Class Practices

Undoubtedly, important educational practices such as independent work, group work, integration with the environment, and learning from peers play a critical role in helping students understand information and enrich their learning experiences. These learning approaches are especially emphasized in schools with combined classes and find more room in such classrooms. Group work becomes an inevitable necessity in combined class schools. Students from different age groups and grade levels are present in the same classroom, which can make
it challenging for the teacher to meet the diverse needs of the students. However, through group work, students engage in knowledge and experience sharing, supporting each other. This helps students better understand each other and strengthens their learning. During class hours with assignments, students are given the opportunity to engage in individual or group work. This provides students with the chance to progress and learn at their own pace. In combined classes, since students from different levels are present in the same classroom, it is easier to form level groups. This offers the opportunity to better respond to students' needs. Especially in small village schools, some students might be lagging in learning to read and write or falling behind in a subject. However, in combined classes, this situation can turn into an advantage where more advanced students, under the guidance of the teacher, can assist those who are lagging. This instills values such as solidarity, cooperation, and empathy in students while also helping to prevent rote learning. Consequently, in schools with combined classes, learning approaches such as independent work, group work, integration with the environment, and learning from peers play a significant role in meeting individual student needs and promoting democratic values. These classes embrace an environment where students of different levels are together, offering unique learning experiences (Dursun, 2006; Gürel et al., 2014; İspir & Akan, 2023; Taşdemir, 2014; Yıldırım & Amaç, 2020). It is appropriate to state the following regarding the various benefits of combined classes (Yıldız, 2011):

- Cooperation and helpfulness instead of individual progress and competition
- Sharing instead of continuous individual progress
- Respect for different perspectives instead of intolerance
- A critical viewpoint instead of conforming without questioning
- Entrepreneurship instead of observing others and passively accepting
- The opportunity for students of different knowledge, experience, age, and levels to work together and learn from each other
- In combined classes, since a significant part of the education process is spent on students' own work, students learn to learn independently. In this situation, they have the opportunity to acquire skills such as self-management, independent learning, and research.
- Students have the opportunity to develop their areas of expertise by working independently in fields where they are talented.
- The possibility of building a school in every village increases.
- The need for teachers is more easily met since a single teacher is assigned to multiple classes.
- Respect and tolerance for different views develop among students of different levels.
- It prevents rote learning and fosters critical thinking skills.

**Disadvantages of Combined Class Applications**

The responsibilities and duties of teachers in combined classes are significantly greater compared to those in independent classes. Some of the disadvantages for teachers in combined classes are as follows (Summak, Summak, and Gelebek, 2011; Yildiz, 2011):
• Classroom control and management are more challenging for the teacher.
• Efforts are made to impart all primary level learning outcomes in combined classes, which is not equitable in terms of achieving these outcomes within the same timeframe.
• The time available for individual attention to each student in the class is considerably limited.
• Teachers in combined classes require more time for lesson preparation compared to those in independent classes.
• Teachers often have to take on dual roles, including acting as administrative heads, which increases their responsibilities and workload.
• Managing all school-related tasks can be challenging for teachers, as they are often expected to handle every aspect of school operations.
• The desire of teachers to leave their assigned schools can affect their commitment and performance.
• The majority of teacher assignments being initially to combined classes in rural schools is disadvantageous for inexperienced teachers. Additionally, teachers unfamiliar with rural life may find managing a rural school challenging, which can impact their performance.
• Inexperienced teachers might know theoretically what to do in combined classes but struggle to apply it in practice.
• The Ministry of Education (MEB) has not fully developed a curriculum suitable for combined class instruction, leading to various compatibility issues in these classes.
• Inexperienced teachers in single-teacher combined class schools do not have the opportunity to learn from experienced colleagues.
• The material conditions of combined classes, maintenance of school buildings, and physical infrastructure pose significant challenges for teachers. Responsibilities such as painting, maintenance of windows, doors, roofs, cleaning of toilets, and overall school cleanliness and infrastructure issues fall under the teacher’s responsibilities.

Alternatives to Combined Class Applications

There are several alternatives to combined classes, which include:

• YIBO (Boarding Regional Primary School)
• PIO (Boarding Primary School)
• Transported Education
• Families moving to locations with independent class schools

Comparing these alternatives to combined classes, it can be said that implementing these solutions is much more challenging than managing combined classes. These options are costly both financially and emotionally (Görüür, Altındağ, & Özkaya, 2007). This situation makes the implementation of combined class teaching a necessity.
To address these issues, solutions such as constructing YIBOs in central locations of settlements where building a primary school is not economically viable have been attempted. These schools have been preferred especially in the Southeastern and Eastern Anatolia regions of our country, where population distribution, road conditions, and climate conditions are comparatively challenging (Meydan, 2002).

Learning and Teaching Processes in Combined Classes

In combined class teaching, classes are conducted with assignments and direct teaching. Typically, the classes consist of assignments done by the students themselves and those conducted with the teacher’s guidance. In this educational system, the success of the students heavily depends on their own learning motivation and the teacher’s preparation for the class (Akbaşlı & Pilten, 1999).

Classes taught by the teacher involve direct interaction with students where the teacher provides guidance and facilitates activities that impart necessary knowledge and skills (Erdem, 2002). These classes should particularly cover complex, difficult, and new topics that students find challenging to learn on their own. It is advisable to focus on priority and important topics in these teacher-led classes. The success in a combined class system primarily depends on the effectiveness of the activities students engage in during their assignment-based classes (Akbaşlı & Pilten, 1999). During non-teacher periods (Erdem, 2015):

- Teachers must plan the activities well.
- These class hours should be seen not as a negative situation but as an opportunity for effective individual learning.
- Students should be clearly instructed with examples on how to work and what to do.
- During these independent study periods, students should have the opportunity not only to revise what they have learned but also to prepare for new learnings and activities.
- The activities conducted must be regularly checked and assessed to understand if they meet the objectives of the assignment-based class period.

Forms of Creating Combined Classes

The Board of Education and Discipline (2014) outlines the forms of creating combined classes in their opinion on the weekly lesson programs for combined classes as expressed in Table 1 (TTK, 2014).

**Table 1. Forms of Creating Combined Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Teachers</th>
<th>1st Grade</th>
<th>2nd Grade</th>
<th>3rd Grade</th>
<th>4th Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1+2+3+4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1+2)</td>
<td>(3+4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2+3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Single-Teacher Combined Classes: All grade levels from 1st to 4th are combined under the management of one teacher. Single-teacher combined classes are the most challenging to manage among combined classes. Conducting activities to ensure all learning outcomes are achieved is significantly harder in these classes compared to other combined classes (TTK, 2014).

Two-Teacher Combined Classes: Under normal conditions, it is recommended to plan such that 1st and 2nd grades form one group, and 3rd and 4th grades form another group. However, if factors like classroom and student numbers do not allow for this arrangement, different models can be implemented. These class models could be organized as (1) separate and (2+3+4) combined, or (1+2+3) combined and (4) separate (TTK, 2014).

Three-Teacher Combined Classes: Typically, it is advised that 1st grades operate independently, 2nd and 3rd grades form one group, and 4th grades form another independent class. If classroom and student numbers make this difficult, alternative models can also be arranged. These class models might include (1+2) combined, (3) and (4) as independent classes, or (1) as an independent class, (2+3) combined, and (4) as an independent class (TTK, 2014).

These configurations illustrate the flexibility required in the structuring of combined classes to accommodate various educational environments and resources. This adaptability ensures that educational institutions can maximize teaching effectiveness despite constraints in teacher availability and physical infrastructure.

COMBINED CLASS PRACTICES IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES

Combined class setups are a significant issue encountered not only in our country but also in both developed and developing nations globally. Historically, by the late 19th century, the majority of primary schools worldwide operated as single-class institutions. From the 20th century onward, this was replaced by classical schools comprising 5-6 classes of similar types.

By the late 1960s, efforts were made to phase out combined class schools as resources improved. However, from the 1980s onwards, there was a shift back to this approach, and small schools of this kind began to be reused around the world (Bayar, 2009). It is known that approximately 30% of schoolchildren globally continue their education in combined classes (Little, 2006).

In our country, socio-economic conditions and geographical factors have necessitated the implementation of combined class teaching. As a result, combined class primary schools exist in every province in Turkey. Similarly, combined classes are prevalent in many countries worldwide, including Canada, the USA, Japan, and almost all European countries (Erdem, 2015).

Globally, there has been no regular research or data collection conducted by relevant organizations on the numbers of students and teachers in combined class schools. Therefore, information about education in
combined classes is sparse and disorganized, making it difficult to determine the extent and prevalence of combined class applications in different countries (Little, 2004).

Recent statistics show that over a third of primary school students in France are educated in combined class schools (Borbely, 2023). Previously, it was known that France had 11,000 single-teacher village schools (Veenman, 1995). In New Zealand, approximately 33% of primary schools operate with one or two teachers. In Canada, one fifth of students are educated in combined classes, and one-seventh of all classes are composed of mixed-age groups (Veenman, 1995), with 17% of schools running combined classes (Kılıç & Abay, 2009). It has also been observed that urban centers in countries like Austria have more combined classes than rural areas. 25% of primary schools in Austria are multi-grade schools (Veenman, 1995), and this rate was 15.3% in the 2012-2013 academic year (Statistik Austria, 2013). In Germany, 80,000 students have been educated in combined classes, and 23% of schools in Switzerland operate as combined class schools (Veenman, 1995). In the UK, the rate of combined class applications is 19% (Kılıç & Abay, 2009).

In China, there are 420,000 schools, and in Indonesia, there are 20,000 schools with combined classes (Girls’ Education Monitoring System, 2003). In China, 23% of children are educated in combined classes (Jun, 2009). In Mexico, 22% of primary schools are combined class schools, 50% in Belize, and 88% in Honduras (Girls’ Education Monitoring System, 2003). According to data published by the National Institute for Educational Evaluation in Mexico, approximately 35% of primary schools were combined class in the 2016-2017 academic year (Lisa Piper, 2021).

Combined classes are managed through regional policies in Finland, where 33% of schools are combined and 7% of school-age children attend these schools. 19% of teachers work in combined class schools (Little, 2004), and as of 2012, this rate was 16.4% (Laitila & Wilen, 2014). In countries like Finland, demographic shifts and economic challenges have influenced the state of combined classes. Advocates for combined classes view them as a fundamental right for children, ensuring access to safe and modern education near their homes (Paasimaki, 2003). Some European countries, similar to Finland, have developed training programs for teachers who will work in combined classes. In the UK, teachers are trained for combined class teaching through in-service training and program support (Little, 2004).

In Greece, many schools have fewer than 50 students, leading to nearly 47% of primary schools operating as combined classes. While this is a high proportion of schools, the total number of students educated in combined classes is less than 10% of the student population (Giannakos & Vlamos, 2012). Greece has approximately 2500 combined class schools, with about 1000 being single-teacher schools (Tsolakidis, 2003). The scattered settlement patterns and the presence of many small islands contribute to the high number of combined classes in Greece. Locals believe that closing combined class schools would leave villages deserted and diminish community vitality, thus continuing the practice of combined classes is prevalent in Greece (Rediniotis, 2003).
In the US, 5% of elementary schools are combined class schools, with 95% of these being classes where two grade levels are taught together. In some states, this proportion is as low as 3%, while in others, it is around 17% (Aksoy, 2008). Recent data indicate that the proportion of combined class schools in the US has risen to about 28% (Borbely, Gehrsitz, McIntyre, Rossi, & Roy, 2023). In 2002-2003, the rate of combined class schools in Northern Ireland was 21.6% (Aksoy, 2008).

**RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW**

Under this heading, studies conducted on combined class applications consolidated through literature review are presented. A series of studies have been conducted in combined classes for various subjects (Abay, 2007; Acan, 2015; Aybek and Aslan, 2014; Kazu and Aslan, 2013; Şevik, 2011; Palavan, 2012; Yildiz, 2009; Yilmaz, 2014). These studies have focused on examining the courses and processes specific to combined class teaching. Below, summaries of some of these studies are provided.

Abay (2007) conducted research on the problems related to the teaching of social studies in combined classes. A survey was administered to teachers for this study. The research found that the course content could not be organized according to the student, teaching methods and techniques were not used, activities were not conducted on time, and there was insufficient class time.

Acan (2015) discussed the experiences of a combined class teacher working in a region where Turkish is inadequately spoken in her case study. The results showed that factors such as families' seasonal migrations, lack of Turkish language proficiency, lack of tools and resources, and absence of family support affected the process of learning and teaching initial reading and writing in the combined class.

Aybek and Aslan (2014) examined the problems encountered by teachers in combined classes using the phonics-based sentence method and their proposed solutions. Twenty-two teachers working in combined classes participated in the research, which used a phenomenological design. The findings indicated that students had problems understanding what they read, forming sentences, and writing legibly.

Kazu and Aslan (2013) attempted to reveal the opinions of teachers working in combined classes regarding the free activity class through their qualitative research design. The study involved 35 teachers and used an open-ended interview form to collect data. The findings emerged in themes such as “planning of the free activity class,” "activities conducted during the free activity class," "problems encountered during the free activity class," and "solutions proposed for these problems." The results showed that teachers used ready-made plans in the free activity class, tried to compensate for the shortcomings of other classes, and faced problems due to the lack of a guidebook for this class.

Şevik (2011) researched the possible situations and educational needs of class teachers who are obliged to teach English in combined classes. The research, which lasted for one term and employed a case study model, involved
face-to-face interviews of 60 minutes each with twenty teachers, and weekly reviews. The findings revealed that class teachers felt inadequate in teaching English and indicated that their effectiveness could increase if supportive in-service training and materials were provided.

Palavan (2012) investigated the access levels to social studies achievements of fourth-grade students in combined and independent classes and focused on teaching this subject. The sample of the research consisted of students studying in combined and independent classes. The research, which preferred a quantitative research method, found that being in a combined or independent class had an impact on accessing the achievements of the social studies course. Accordingly, students studying in independent classes had more access to the achievements of the social studies course.

Yıldız (2009) aimed to determine the applicability and problems of the achievements and teaching content of the Life Science course in combined classes. Fifty-eight class teachers working in combined classes participated in the research. The research attempted to reveal the teachers’ views on the course program, the difficulties encountered in the course process, and their expectations. The data collected using a semi-structured interview form were analyzed through qualitative data analysis. The research found that while the teaching program of the life science course was positive, it was difficult to implement this program in combined classes, which had different conditions from independent classes. It also highlighted some deficiencies and difficulties related to the course process, such as assessment and evaluation, learning process, and content.

Yılmaz (2014) conducted a qualitative study to evaluate the applicability of the Turkish course teaching program in combined classes based on teacher opinions. Thirty teachers working in combined classes participated in the research. The research sought to reveal the teachers’ views on the course program, their expectations from the program, and the difficulties encountered in teaching. The findings from the research showed that teachers positively evaluated the course program. However, the findings also indicated that teachers experienced difficulties in implementing this program in combined classes regarding assessment and evaluation, content, achievements, and program implementation.

These studies provide significant contributions by thoroughly examining the courses and course processes within the context of combined class teaching. Combined class teachers' emotional problems have been emphasized in several studies (Akdağ, 2014; Çağlayan, 2012; Dal, 2004; Göksoy, Arıcan, and Eriş, 2015; İnce and Şahin, 2016; Şekerci, 2015; Yıldız, 2011). Summaries of some of these studies are as follows.

Akdağ (2014) investigated the burnout levels of principal-authorized teachers working in combined class schools. The study, which involved 194 principal-authorized teachers, used a personal information form and the Maslach Burnout Inventory to collect data. The findings revealed that principal-authorized teachers experienced high levels of burnout in terms of personal accomplishment and emotional exhaustion subdimensions. Additionally, it was found that participants experienced moderate levels of burnout in the depersonalization subdimension.
Çağlayan (2012) examined the burnout levels of combined class teachers in terms of different variables. The descriptive study involved 162 combined class teachers as participants. Data were collected using a personal information form and the Maslach Burnout Inventory. The findings indicated that the burnout levels of combined class teachers did not change according to gender and monthly income. On the other hand, it was found that burnout levels changed according to age, number of children, marital status, department graduated from, professional seniority, and spouse's employment status.

Dal (2004) investigated the stress sources of principal-authorized teachers working in combined class village primary schools. The research was conducted with 85 principal-authorized teachers. The findings obtained from data collected through a questionnaire showed that the main source of stress for principal-authorized teachers was concentrated in the school management dimension. Another finding indicated that the attitudes and behaviors of students, parents, village life, inspection style, combined class teaching, and organizational opportunities were considered "low" level stressors.

Göksoy and others (2014) researched the stress levels of teachers working in combined class primary schools. Data were obtained from 322 teachers for the research. The findings indicated that teachers working in combined classes experienced stress levels ranging from "low" to "medium." Participants experienced the most stress in the "organizational stress sources" dimension. It was found that female teachers experienced more stress than male teachers and that teachers with less seniority and working time experienced more stress. Teachers with relatively more years of seniority were found to be more effective in coping with stress.

İnce and Şahin (2016) compared the professional satisfaction and burnout levels of class teachers working in combined and independent classes. The study involved 75 combined class teachers and 465 independent class teachers. Data were collected using the Minnesota Job Satisfaction Questionnaire-Short Form and the Maslach Burnout Inventory. According to the findings, the general job satisfaction levels of teachers working in both types of classes were at a moderate level. Additionally, teachers in both types of classes experienced moderate levels of emotional exhaustion and low levels of depersonalization. Independent class teachers had higher general and intrinsic satisfaction levels compared to combined class teachers.

Şekerci (2015) investigated the burnout levels of teachers working in combined classes. The study, which involved 250 combined class teachers, found that the burnout levels of teachers did not differ according to gender. Another finding indicated that whether teachers had previously lived in a rural environment did not affect their burnout levels. Similarly, the burnout levels of teachers did not significantly change according to the distance of the school they worked at from the district center.

Yıldız (2011) evaluated the interaction of teachers working in combined classes with the culture of their workplaces. The case study involved 60 class teachers. The findings revealed that the regions had their unique cultural activities, that teachers tried to find their place in these cultural environments, that teachers interacted with the culture in which they were involved, and that knowing the socio-economic and cultural structure of the
place where they worked was effective in managing educational processes. The findings also showed that the school-family cooperation was positive due to the teachers’ interaction within the culture.

These studies contribute significantly to understanding the emotional problems and professional challenges faced by teachers in combined classes. A series of studies exist regarding the problems encountered by teachers working in combined classes (Abay, 2006; Bilir, 2008; Dursun, 2006; Erdem and others, 2005; Palavan and Göçer, 2017). These studies have addressed the educational problems faced by combined class teachers and proposed solutions to these problems. Summaries of some of these studies are as follows.

Bilir (2008) conducted a compilation study examining the teachers and the reality of instruction in combined class village primary schools. The research found that the emergence of combined classes was due to insufficient numbers of teachers, students, and classrooms, that the learning and teaching situations affected success, and that success depended on the support provided and sufficient learning materials. The study also highlighted that due to the differences from normal classes, more emphasis should be placed on the application process in teacher education for combined classes.

Dursun (2006) addressed the educational problems and proposed solutions in combined classes in his study. Data were obtained through surveys administered to 33 combined class teachers and 60 students attending instruction classes in combined classes. The findings indicated that explanation, question-answer, and application were among the most used methods. Additionally, it was found that teachers mostly used textbooks and technological tools like computers. In terms of the problems encountered in the classes, the findings revealed that participants were unable to provide individual attention to students, that parents were indifferent, that there was insufficient time, and that the objectives were not fully achieved.

Erdem and others (2005) researched the problems faced by class teachers teaching combined classes using the example of Denizli. Data were obtained from 62 teachers using a developed Likert-type scale. The findings showed that 93% of the teachers experienced problems to some extent. It was found that the problems faced by the teachers did not differ according to gender, number of students, school graduated from, role, professional seniority, number of teachers worked with, combined class group, years of teaching combined classes, and residency status.

Palavan and Göçer (2017) addressed the problems encountered by class teachers in combined classes based on the province of Malatya. The participants, 146 teachers working in combined classes, additionally indicated that their success would increase in the absence of administrative duties and that they had deficiencies in administration. Moreover, the teachers stated that obtaining support from families in solving problems at schools was necessary. It was also mentioned that establishing good communication with the stakeholders of the problem would contribute significantly to the solution.
These studies contribute to understanding the challenges faced by teachers in combined classes in their educational processes and the proposed solutions to these problems. Various studies have been conducted on the professional needs of teachers (Sağ, Savaş, and Sezer, 2009; Sezer, 2010). Some of these studies are presented below.

Sağ and others (2009) conducted a study aimed at determining the characteristics, problems, and needs of combined class teachers in Burdur. The study aimed to reveal the profile of teachers conducting combined class practices. The research, which employed a survey model, involved 38 combined class teachers. It was found that more than half of the participants had not received any training or courses related to combined classes during their undergraduate education. The problems of the participants were found to be mostly concentrated on environmental factors.

Sezer (2010) conducted a study to analyze the professional needs of combined class teachers. The research, which used a descriptive survey model, involved 284 teachers. The study found that combined class teachers had professional needs in program literacy, administrative tasks, and teaching and assessment dimensions. Additionally, it was found that the professional needs of teachers did not show significant differences according to experience, professional position, or willingness to teach in combined classes.

These studies provide important information to support the professional development of combined class teachers and make the educational processes more effective. Studies have been conducted on the problems encountered by students who graduated from combined classes in their subsequent educational lives (Gönül and Arslan, 2016; Şeker, 2014). Summaries of these studies are as follows.

Gönül and Arslan (2016) examined the problems encountered by students who graduated from combined classes at higher educational levels. The study involved 160 students and used a semi-structured interview technique to collect data. The findings from the research showed that the success of students who received education in combined classes and then moved to higher educational levels was negatively affected. It was observed that students who studied in combined classes and moved to higher educational levels did not recommend receiving education in combined classes. The reason cited for this was the distraction caused by the teacher teaching other classes.

Şeker (2014) conducted a study to determine the academic and social success statuses of students who graduated from combined classes at higher educational levels. The descriptive study involved middle school students as participants. Data were obtained through document analysis and semi-structured interview techniques. The findings from the research showed that students who received education in combined classes did not have positive feelings and thoughts about the education in these classes. The formation of this attitude was influenced by frequent teacher changes, students’ perceptions that the teachers did not pay enough attention, and the belief that the education they received in combined classes affected their current school success.
These studies contribute to our understanding of the academic and social successes of students who graduated from combined classes and the difficulties they encountered at higher educational levels. Below are summaries of studies on various aspects of combined classes.

Öztürk (2007), in his study titled “Combined Class Applications from the Beginning of the Republic to the Present,” discussed the history of combined class applications in Turkey. In his study, he stated that this application was first included in the 1968 program, that the majority of village schools in the early years of the Republic were three-class schools, and that the proposal to extend these schools to five years was brought up at the first National Education Council held in 1939. This proposal was raised at the 1st National Education Council and implementation started in 1946.

Uygur and Yelken (2010) aimed to determine the opinions of 4th and 5th-grade students and teachers working in combined class schools regarding the Science and Technology Course (new science program) in their study. They used a semi-structured interview technique to collect data. Subsequently, the data were converted into numerical expressions for analysis. This study contributes to our understanding of the effects of the new science program on students learning in combined classes and the teachers teaching this program. In particular, taking into account the opinions of students and teachers is important for improving the program and teaching processes.

Kazu and Aslan's (2011) study represents a study aimed at comparing combined class applications in different countries. This study examined Turkey’s combined class application by comparing it with similar applications in other countries such as Vietnam, Peru, Sri Lanka, and Colombia.

Aslan and Kazu (2015) stated the purpose of their study as determining whether regimented education affected the academic success of students in combined classes and, if it did, understanding how this effect occurred. The researchers predicted that implementing regimented education along with a constructivist approach in educational environments of combined class schools would positively affect the students' academic achievements and learning attitudes.

Hasanoğlu (2013) examined the views of teachers and student families in inclusive education classes containing students with special needs who lived in rural areas and received education in combined classes and identified the problems they experienced.

Yıldırım and others (2016) evaluated the effects of the 4+4+4 practice on classroom management of teachers working in combined class schools. Ocakçı (2017) used a mixed method to examine how these effects varied according to variables such as professional seniority, gender, and receipt of in-service training.
Gökbulut and Dirik (2017) conducted a study examining the views of combined class teachers on the applicability of the multiple intelligences concept according to various variables. This research aimed to understand how participants’ views could change depending on certain variables.

The findings from these studies contribute to our understanding of the challenges faced by teachers and students in combined classes and the effects of educational policies.

CONCLUSION

The investigation into combined class teaching in Turkey has illuminated the intricate web of challenges and opportunities that define this educational approach. Predominantly utilized in rural and resource-limited areas, combined classes serve as a necessary solution to the logistical challenges posed by low student numbers and teacher shortages. However, this study has underscored that while combined classes facilitate access to education, they inherently complicate the delivery of quality education.

One of the central findings of this research is the disproportionate burden placed on educators within the combined class system. Teachers are often tasked with managing multi-grade classrooms without adequate training or resources, which can lead to reduced educational outcomes and increased professional burnout. This issue is further exacerbated by the lack of specifically tailored curricula and instructional materials that address the unique needs of multigrade teaching environments. The effectiveness of education in combined classes is frequently compromised by these factors, highlighting an urgent need for targeted teacher support programs and curriculum development.

Moreover, the study has revealed that combined classes often suffer from infrastructural deficiencies and insufficient parental involvement, which are crucial for the educational success of students. These challenges are particularly pronounced in rural settings where economic and social constraints further hinder educational progress. Addressing these issues requires a comprehensive strategy that encompasses not only educational policy reform but also community engagement and support.

In light of these findings, several recommendations can be made to enhance the effectiveness of combined class teaching in Turkey. First, there is a pressing need for the development and dissemination of specialized training programs for teachers in combined classes. These programs should focus on multigrade classroom management, differentiated instruction, and effective use of limited resources. Second, the Ministry of National Education should consider the introduction of a modified curriculum that is specifically designed for the realities of combined class teaching. Such a curriculum would need to be flexible, adaptable, and capable of being customized to meet the diverse needs of students across different grade levels.

Additionally, improving the physical infrastructure of schools and ensuring the availability of adequate teaching materials are crucial steps towards enhancing the learning environment in combined classes. Governmental and
non-governmental organizations should collaborate to fund and implement infrastructure projects that provide conducive learning environments. Community involvement is equally vital; strategies to increase parental engagement and community participation in the educational process should be prioritized, as these elements are critical for the holistic development of students.

Looking forward, it is also essential to consider alternative educational models that could complement or, in some cases, replace combined class setups. Models such as transported education, boarding schools, and regional educational centers present viable alternatives that could potentially offer more structured and resource-efficient educational environments. However, the implementation of such models must be carefully analyzed for economic viability and cultural acceptance within local communities.

In conclusion, while combined class teaching in Turkey addresses critical educational access issues, it introduces several significant challenges that must be managed to ensure the provision of quality education. This study advocates for a multi-faceted approach that involves policy reform, educational training, curriculum redesign, and community engagement. By embracing these recommendations, Turkey can significantly enhance the effectiveness of combined class teaching and, ultimately, ensure that all children have access to the quality education they deserve, irrespective of their geographical or socio-economic position. This endeavor will not only improve educational outcomes within the country but also contribute to the global discourse on best practices in multigrade teaching.

RECOMMENDATION

The study of combined class teaching in Turkey reveals several critical areas where strategic interventions could substantially enhance the educational outcomes for students and alleviate some of the pressures faced by teachers. Based on the findings, the following recommendations are proposed:

Enhanced Teacher Training and Support

Develop and implement comprehensive training programs specifically designed for teachers in combined classes. These should include modules on effective multigrade classroom management, differentiated instruction techniques, and strategies for engaging students across different age groups and learning levels. Establish a mentorship system where experienced teachers can guide those new to combined class settings, providing ongoing support and sharing best practices.

Curriculum Adaptation and Material Development

The Ministry of National Education should oversee the creation and distribution of specialized curricula tailored for multigrade classrooms. These curricula need to be flexible, allowing teachers to adapt lessons according to the varying academic needs and paces of students. Provide schools with appropriate teaching materials that
cater to diverse learning stages within a single classroom environment, including technology-enhanced learning tools that can offer personalized learning experiences.

**Infrastructure Improvement**

Increase investment in rural school infrastructure to ensure that all educational facilities are conducive to learning, with adequate space, sanitation, and technological resources. Secure funding for necessary school supplies and learning materials, ensuring that scarcity does not impede the educational process.

**Community and Parental Engagement**

Initiate community outreach programs to educate parents and community members about the importance of their involvement in educational activities and decision-making processes. Develop partnerships between schools and local businesses or non-profits to support educational initiatives and create more robust community involvement in rural education.

**Policy and Legislative Support**

Advocate for policies that provide greater resources and support to combined class schools, recognizing the unique challenges they face. Implement legislative measures that ensure sustained funding and support for rural education, aiming to equalize educational opportunities across different regions.

**Exploration of Alternative Educational Models**

Conduct feasibility studies on alternative educational arrangements such as transported education systems, boarding schools, and regional educational centers to determine their viability and potential benefits over traditional combined class systems. Encourage pilot projects to test these models in various districts to evaluate their effectiveness in improving educational outcomes and operational efficiency.

**Regular Assessment and Feedback Mechanisms**

Establish a system for regular assessment of educational outcomes in combined class schools to monitor progress and identify areas needing improvement. Create feedback channels for teachers and students to report on the educational process and outcomes, ensuring that their insights contribute to ongoing educational reforms.

**Technology Integration**

Leverage technology to create blended learning environments that can help manage the diverse educational needs of students in combined classes. Invest in teacher training for effective technology use in the classroom, ensuring that teachers are equipped to utilize digital tools to enhance learning.
By implementing these recommendations, Turkey can significantly improve the quality and effectiveness of education in combined class settings, ultimately ensuring a more equitable and inclusive educational landscape across the country.
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